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Ceramic and
wine movements
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Ceramic
Wine is born in terracotta
C

eramics are all objects made of clay that have undergone an irreversible physico-chemical transformation in the course of a baking at
a more or less high temperature.
For its manufacture, ceramics requires the human being to master
four essential elements: fire, earth (clay), water and air.
The mastery of fire by prehistoric man appeared around 400,000
before Christ. Terracotta was the first fire art to appear, even before
glass and metal in prehistoric times, around 30,000 years before
Christ.
The oldest pottery found that contained wine is said be 10,000
years (8,000 years before Christ) and comes from China.
In order to preserve food, drinks such as wine or beer, oils...
ceramics were used.
During the Roman Empire, it was used widely in the wine trade in the
form of Dolium for maturing and storage and in the form of amphora
for transport.
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Vin et Terre has chosen two natural clay-based
ceramics developed over thousands of years :
terracotta and stoneware.
Both ceramics have a long history
of containing food products.

O

ver time, clay was not suitable for all applications.
Man has therefore improved the techniques of ceramics to have less
porosity and better resistance to chemical and climatic aggression, by
changing the clay composition and by increasing the baking temperatures.
• Stoneware appeared in China 1,500 years BC, characterised by a high
presence of silica.
• Porcelain, also in China, 25 years AD, characterised by a high presence

of kaolin

.

• Earthenware in Iraq 900 year AD.
Then, from the 19th century onwards, all industries manufactured
ceramic to apply them to their needs (sanitary ware, pipes,
bricks, electricity...) using new compound bodies.
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POROUS

Opacity of the shard
Earthy fracture
High porosity
Difficulty to match with glaze
Glaze baking temperature < biscuit
baking temperature
Low deformation

TERRACOTTA

900 to
1050°C

8 to
20%

Yellowish
Red
Brown

EARTHENWARE

1050 to
1200°C

5 to
12%

Red
Pink
Beige
Ecru

VITREOUS

Low porosity
Deformation during baking
process
Grilling and cutting break

STONEWARE

1100 to
1350°C

0 to
3%

Ecru
Beige
Brown

PORCELAIN

1200 to
1400°C

0%

Ecru
White

FIRECLAY

Temperature resistance
Resistance to acid and base
attacks
Resistance to thermal shock

FIRECLAY

1400 to
2000°C

Various

Various

SPECIAL

The different ceramic
bodies

Electrical resistance
Stainless Steel
Temperature and thermal shock
resistance
Chemical resistance

SPECIALS
CERAMICS

1400 to
3000°C

Various

Various
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The movement of wine
in our stoneware jars
Study carried out by the Celsius laboratory

T

hermal conductivity is the ability of a material to transmit heat to its contents.

Conductivity of the different materials usually used to contain wine :
• Oak wood : 0.16
• Terracotta : 0.83
• Stoneware : 1.30
• Concrete : 2 to 5
• Stainless steel : 26
Stoneware is therefore a material with low conductvity, known as an insulator.
For the movement of a liquid,
• the temperature gradient is the energy of the movement
• gravity is the motor
• the shape is the accelerator or the brake.

The Zen vat has no
curvature to give
movement to the wine.

The Coralie vat makes it possible to
have a still wine with very little movement,
allowing for an oenological aspect.
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Vin et Terre vat shapes

Zen

Coralie

Ovo

Divine

Average velocity in cm/day caused
by a termal gradient of 3°C

8

43

60

130

For example, if we compare the movement of wine in the standing egg shape (Ovo) with
other materials we would have in cm/day :
In oak wood : 17
Concrete : 52
Stainless steel : 69

The Divine vat, with its elliptical
shape, allows for speed propagation
and therefore recirculation.
Thanks to this movement, the wine
close to the wall is renewed and allows a
little more interaction with the oxygen.

The vat that allows a natural and
important stirring is the Divine

The Ovo vat allows mainly downward movement with some random circulation.
It allows for a still wine with some uncertain stirring.

The natural craddle
of your wine

